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Innovation in Clinical Trials

Innovation in clinical trials
Increase collaboration, flexibility, mutual recognition and reliance among regulators and other stakeholders

Improve access and build trust

Equity in access and
awareness

Patient centricity

New innovative
designs

Clinical
trials

Improve awareness of CTs
Improve acceptance
Parallel processing at risk

Innovation, efficiency
and speed

Sponsor’s knowledge sharing
Collaboration amongst sponsors

adaptive designs and master protocols

broader evidence
generation toolkit

Adaptive and flexible
approach

Using RWE/RWD
Large pragmatic trials
Improved clinical operations

Digitalisation
Efficiency and
convenience

Decentralised clinical trials
Embrace digital tools
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The increase use of more complex clinical trials will impact evidence synthesis strategies

Incorporating historical control data
Bayesian Dynamic Borrowing
Initial
(prior)
weight

Updated
(posterior)
weight

“Informative” prior
from Historical Data
Prediction
assuming historical
data are relevant

Robust mixture
prior distribution
Control response

“In case we are
mistaken” prediction
assuming historical data
are not relevant

New Study

w

“Vague” prior

1-w
Control response

Allows borrowing
when historical
and new data are
consistent

w* > w
Dynamic
borrowing

Control response

Historical data are
down-weighted if
in conflict with
new data

w* < w
Control response

Various types of evidence synthesis are being used in clinical trials
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Regulatory considerations
Regulators are embracing innovation in clinical trials

Harmonisation in requirements for innovation in
clinical trials
– Adaptive Clinical Trials – ICH E20 – principles for the regulatory review
of these studies in a global drug development program, i.e. design,
conduct, analysis, and interpretation (expected 2023)
– Good Clinical Practice Renovation - ICH E6(R3) – increasing diversity
of clinical trial designs and data sources (adopted by ICH April 2021)
– Paediatric Extrapolation – ICH E11A – study designs and statistical
analysis methods used when incorporating paediatric extrapolation into
a paediatric drug development plan (expected 2022)
– MIDD – Model Informed Drug Development / Modelling & Simulation
(M&S): ICH MIDD Discussion Group recently established to develop an
ICH MIDD guideline.
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Accelerating Clinical Trials in the EU (ACT EU)
ACT EU is an initiative to transform the EU clinical research environment
in support of medical innovation and better patient outcomes.
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•

Builds on the momentum of the Clinical
Trials Regulation and CTIS

•

Driven by the Network Strategy to 2025
and the EU Pharmaceutical Strategy

•

Launched 13 January 2022

•

Read the press release and paper

How European Regulators are promoting and facilitating C omplex Clinical Trials
C lassified as public by the E uropean M edicines Agency

ACT EU Priority actions and domains 2022-2023
Governance & Integration

Engagement

1. Develop a governance rationalisation strategy (aligning
different expert groups and working parties)
7. Reinforce the coordination between scientific advice on CT
approval and CT design and link to the methodologies working
party domain.
9. Successfully establish CT safety monitoring and bridge to the
EU4Health Joint Action and start its integration into a pre- and
post-marketing safety monitoring framework.

3. Establish a multi-stakeholder platform, including patients,
after stakeholder analysis.
6. Plan and launch a targeted communication campaign to
engage all enablers.

10. Deliver a clinical trials training curriculum on drug
development and regulatory science with links to SMEs & academia.

Methods & Practice

Impact

4. Implementing the GCP modernisation informed by the

2. The successful and timely implementation of the CTR and its
implementing acts.

development of guidance at ICH.

- KPIs to track performance of the European CT environment.

8. Develop and publish key methodologies guidance e.g. on
AI/ML impacted CTs, complex trials, decentralised CTs and
IVDR/CTR interface (to strengthen links between innovation and
scientific advice fora).

- Promote larger, multinational trials specifically in academia
5. Analyse data about clinical trials leveraging academic, nonprofit, European, and international initiatives, improving the impact
of policymaking and funding to support evidence-based decision
making.

10 How European Regulators are promoting and facilitating C omplex Clinical Trials

C lassified as public by the E uropean M edicines Agency

FDA MIDD and CID pilots
Opportunities to innovate and accelerate clinical development
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ICH E9(R1) Estimands and sensitivity analyses
Addendum to Statistical Principles in Clinical Trials (E9)

16x9 core template
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Why are estimands important in evidence synthesis?
– Estimands will clarify what treatment effects are being estimated
– Many estimates of treatment effects in publications labelled ‘intent-to-treat’ but they represent
something else
– It wasn’t easy to understand how treatment effects were being adjusted for the use of rescue
medication, switching treatments, discontinuing treatment

– New definition of ‘sensitivity analysis’ for addressing assumptions relating to missing data
or possible limitations of data
– More careful evaluation will be needed in what treatment effects are being included in
evidence synthesis e.g. network meta-analyses
– Implementation of new estimand framework is still ongoing
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EFPIA/EFSPI Estimand Implementation Working Group
(EIWG) Key areas of focus
1. Variety of sub-teams focussing on:
–
–
–
–

Incorporating estimands into clinical trial protocols (publication under review ‘Trials’)
Estimands in early phase studies, non-inferiority studies, non-interventional studies
Reporting and communicating estimands
Estimation methods

– EIWG central resource for all materials

2. Developing publications, white papers and discussing other publications emerging
3. Estimand Academy – training via case studies
4. Reviewing guidelines e.g. ICH M11 and new protocol template, EUnetHTA methodology
guidelines
5. Discussing with NIH how to incorporate estimands in CT.GOV
6. Discussing with authors of CONSORT/SPIRIT how estimands are incorporated
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Marking 2-Years of New Thinking in Clinical Trials: The Estimand Journey (springer.com)

Reimbursement/HTA
considerations
Concerns raised by HTA agencies on evidence being
generated to support assessment of added clinical benefit

Increased alignment on trial design needed between
regulatory and HTA agencies

Accelerating Adoption of Complex Clinical Trials in Europe and beyond (efpia.eu)

EUnetHTA 21 consortium: New EU HTA regulation
The new methodology guidelines will influence future evidence
synthesis
2022

Consultation phase

Methodological deliverables

JCA/CA Submission Dossier Template

Transversal activities

JSC

Scoping process

JCA/CA

Final deliverable available

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

2023
Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sept

Comparators and comparisons
Methodological Guideline on Direct and indirect
comparisons
Endpoints
Applicability of evidence
Validity of clinical studies
Assessment of High-Risk Medical Devices
EUDAMED data reporting template / Guidance for
EUDAMED-based TISP process

JCA/CA Assessment Report Template
Procedural guidelines for appointing assessors and coassessors
Technical expert networks
Template Briefing Book
Procedural Guidance JSC
Guidance for the interaction between HTD and HTA (for
JCA and JSC)
Guidance and template for the interaction with patient
representative, healthcare professional and other
experts
Guidance for identifying and handling conflict of
interest (COI) and declaration of interest (DOI) – and
EUnetHTA confidentiality agreement (ECA) forms

EUDAMED=European Databank on Medical Devices; CA= collaborative assessments of medical devices (on clinical evidence); TISP= Topic identification, selection and prioritisation
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However consolidated PICOs across Member State
requests could lead to an explosion of evidence synthesis
D4.2 Scoping Process
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Draft guideline on direct and indirect comparisons
recognises advances in methodology but only evidence
synthesis based on connected networks is supported
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IMI GETREAL

Evidence synthesis was a core topic of the IMI GetReal
initiative focussing on integration of RCT and RWE and
using aggregate and individual patient level data

Homepage - GetReal Institute (getreal-institute.org)
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The ADDIS platform provides a range of tools and
analyses for evidence synthesis

Insert your date / confidentiality text here
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Access to data and clinical trial
transparency

16x9 core template

your date
/ confidentiality
text here
Access to data is Insert
a key
enabler
for
evidence synthesis
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TransCelerate
TransCelerate - Pharmaceutical Research and Development (transceleratebiopharmainc.com)

Insert your date / confidentiality text here
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COVID-19 has taught us to be ready for future pandemic
threats including ability to synthesize evidence quickly

100 Days Mission to respond to future pandemic threats (publishing.service.gov.uk)
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Concluding remarks

Evidence synthesis plays a vital role in a new era of
innovative drug development
❖ Strategies to synthesize evidence need to accommodate more complex trials
❖ Estimands will enable similar treatment effects to be compared
❖ Methods are continuing to advance to accommodate different types of evidence but their
use needs to be justified and key assumptions and limitations discussed
❖ Regulatory and HTA agencies on not aligned on what evidence is acceptable for key
decision making
❖ There is a continued focus to improve access to data to support evidence synthesis
❖ More tools continue to become available for implementing new methods
❖ Sharing best practices for evidence synthesis would help to increase quality and further
promote the appropriate use of the range of methods available
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